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Questions under study: Vocal cord dysfunction
(VCD) is characterised by recurrent attacks of par-
adoxical adduction of the vocal cords during inspi-
ration, accompanied clinically by dyspnoea attacks
with inspiratory stridor lasting between minutes
and hours. The aim of the study is to evaluate the
self-perception of patients suffering from VCD
and how they deal with aggressivity. 

Methods: The Giessen Test (GT) and the Pic-
ture Frustration Test (PFT) were used on 6 pa-
tients with VCD. 

Results: Five variables show significant differ-
ences between the patients with VCD and the val-
ues of the normative groups. VCD-patients show
an idealized image of themselves, ie relaxed, open,
sociable, and capable of devotion. They do not re-

ject accusations against them by others and rarely
make self-criticism. In conflicts they behave pas-
sively, thus blocking their expression of aggres-
sivity. 

Conclusions: In many cases organic disposition
and trigger stimuli are thought to be responsible
for provoking dyspnoea attacks in VCD. However,
the self-perception of patients and their way of
dealing with aggressivity strongly suggests that
psychosocial factors play a great role in the devel-
opment of VCD. This requires not only symptom-
orientated therapy but also psychological coun-
selling. 
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The name “vocal cord dysfunction” (VCD)
was coined by Christopher et al. [1] and describes
dyspnoea-attacks caused by paradoxical adduction
of the vocal cords which may last between a few
minutes and several days. During these attacks, the
adduction of the vocal cords is typically accom-
panied by a diamond-shaped chink. Spirometry
shows a flattening of the inspiratory flow-volume
loop, but arterial blood-gas analysis remains nor-
mal [1]. Beyond the acute symptoms laryngoscopy
and spirometry are normal [2]. Because of the sim-
ilarity of the symptoms VCD is often misdiag-
nosed as therapy-resistant asthma [3]. 

In the development of VCD, organic predis-
positions and triggers like smoke, gas, vapour, dust,
airborne pollutants and odours [2], or physical ef-
fort, especially during sports training,  play  impor-
tant roles [3–5]. Upper airway sensitivity and la-
ryngeal irritation is suspected [2, 3, 6]. Infections
of the upper airways can also provoke VCD [7],
possibly by a direct inflammatory effect on the
vocal cords [8]. It seems that there is no uniform
genesis for a VCD attack, but rather that different
predispositions and triggers play a different role in

the development of VCD in different individuals.
These factors alone, however, are unlikely to be
sufficient to cause VCD. Psychosocial factors seem
to be important. Kenn et al. [9] interpret this as in-
dicating that the symptom of VCD, the recurrent
dyspnoea attack, may be a common final pathway
of different causal chains. 

Reports of psychosocial influences on VCD
are frequently found in the literature. A “variety 
of psychiatric disorders” was noticed in VCD pa-
tients [1]. Many patients have difficulty in directly
expressing anger, sadness, or fear. Emotional over-
lay, family stress, a history of physical, emotional
or sexual abuse [2], or experience of war [10] are
described. In 73% of patients with VCD a DSM
III-R Axis I diagnosis was made, indicating a ma-
jor psychiatric disorder and in 37% a DSM III-R
Axis II diagnosis, indicating a personality disorder
or specific developmental disorder [11]. Obsessive
and/or anxious personalities continued to be re-
corded after the first case descriptions of VCD.
Patients find difficulty in expressing emotions and
they avoid confrontations [12]. 

The interrelation between the self-image of
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these patients and their style in confronting others
could give a new insight into the dynamic of this
specific somatoform disorder [13]. The aim of this

study was to evaluate the self-perception of pa-
tients suffering from VCD and their means of deal-
ing with aggressivity.

Methods

Two psychological tests, the Giessen Test (GT, [14])
and the Picture Frustration Test (PFT, [15]) were carried
out with informed consent on 6 patients suffering from
VCD: 2 females and 4 males, aged between 25 and 61 years
(mean = 52 ± 13 years). The diagnosis of VCD was con-
firmed by laryngoscopy during a dyspnoea attack. Organic
laryngeal alterations could be excluded. Signs of gastro-
oesophageal reflux were found in 1 patient and accom-
panying asthma was diagnosed in another. 

The GT permits an insight into the patients’ self-per-
ception, their perception of reality and their needs-struc-
ture. The patient is given 40 bipolar statements and asked
to evaluate him/herself according to 6 principle scales
(social response, dominance, control, underlying mood,
permeability and social potency) [14].

The PFT allows an assessment of the patient’s pre-
ferred way of handling aggressive impulses. The patient is
asked to react verbally to 24 drawings showing common

frustration situations by filling out an empty speech
bubble for a character experiencing the frustration. The
answers are assigned to 3 directions of aggression: “extra-
punitivity” (E), “intropunitivity” (I), and “impunitivity”
(M). In addition, specific aggression-indices (AI) can 
be calculated. In this study 12 of these indices are used 
(eg “guilt-handling index”, “aggression-expressing index”,
“problem-solving index”, “aggression-direction-index”)
[15].

Statistics

The GT-scales and the variables of the PFT were
checked by use of the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum
test for significant mean differences between the VCD
patients and the normative group of the respective test
(normative group GT: 724 males, 822 females; PFT: 
465 males, 475 females). All significant mean differences
at the level p <0.05 are presented.

Results

GT: VCD-patients show significantly lower
values than the reference group (p <0.03) on the
scale “control” (anancastic, hyperorderly, over-
eager) and higher values on the scales “perme-
ability” (trusting) and “social potency” (sociable,
capable of devotion) (p <0.05). 

PFT: In patients with VCD the “aggression-
direction-index” was significantly higher (E/I; 

p <0.03), indicating that they were more prone to
externally directed aggressivity than to self-criti-
cism. Furthermore, the test revealed a significantly
lower “tendency to reject blame” (E; p <0.05). 

Figure 1 shows the mean values of the VCD-
patients on the significant discriminating scales of
the two tests presented as percentage deviations
from the mean of the normative group.

Figure 1
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Discussion 

In patients suffering from VCD a particular
combination of self-perception and ways of deal-
ing with conflict and aggressivity was detected.
The patients show an idealized self-image, for they
describe themselves as relaxed, capable of being

jolly, open-minded, trusting, sociable and capable
of devotion. 

Because they do not reject blame from other
people, and do not admit self-criticism, they re-
main passive in conflicts and block any expression
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of aggressivity. This suggests that patients with
VCD hide their “weaknesses” and their limits too
well, and then cannot always cope with the de-
mands placed on them by other people; they fret
about this tension, but do not have the confidence
to do anything about it.

The larynx, the organ affected by VCD, is on
the one hand a life-protecting organ which allows
the flow of vital oxygen and protects the lungs
against the penetration of foreign bodies. On the
other hand, in humans the larynx serves as a sound
generator for oral communication. Additionally,
because of the extremely close relationship be-
tween voice and emotions it is a means of express-
ing these emotions [16]. Satisfaction and happi-
ness, but also sadness, anger, aggression are shown
in the human voice. In order to work through a
conflict, part of the anger and aggression needs to
be directed outwards. If the ability to do this is in-
hibited by anxiety, these emotions may search for
an outlet and may appear at that organ in which
both aspects, defence and emotion, can become
manifest. This results in a paradoxical inspiratory
adduction of the vocal folds and the dyspnoea at-
tack. So VCD can be interpreted as a dysfunction
or hyperfunction of the laryngeal adverse effects
reflex, as is postulated by Ahrens et al. [17].

One limitation of the study may be the ques-
tion whether VCD is influenced by personality or
vice versa. Voice disorders, however, always have a

psychological impact [16]. In correlation studies
the direction of causality of effects unfortunately
remains unexplained. Only an extensive epidemi-
ological cohort study could clarify the causality.
For the therapeutical consequences, however, this
seems to be of less importance. 

It is essential to combine a detailed medical as-
sessment with careful attention to the patient’s per-
sonal perceptions and experiences of the symp-
toms [18]. In the long-term therapy of VCD it
therefore does not seem to be sufficient to treat
only the triggers and to initiate symptom-oriented
voice and breathing therapy. The patient should
also be offered psychological counselling. The
psychosocial contribution to the illness needs to be
understood in the context of family development
as well as the medical setting and the wider society
and culture. This offers the patients a chance to
understand their particular form of reaction to
conflict and to bring about changes. 
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